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Elucidating the molecular basis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is crucial to developing targeted diagnostics
and therapies for this deadly disease. The landscape of somatic genomic rearrangements (GRs), which can lead
to oncogenic gene fusions, remains poorly characterized in HCC. We have predicted 4314 GRs including large-
scale insertions, deletions, inversions and translocations based on thewhole-genome sequencing data for 88 pri-
maryHCC tumor/non-tumor tissues.We identified chromothripsis in 5HCC genomes (5.7%) recurrently affecting
chromosomal arms 1q and 8q. Albumin (ALB) was found to harbor GRs, deactivating mutations and deletions in
10% of cohort. Integrative analysis identified a pattern of paired intra-chromosomal translocations flanking focal
amplifications and asymmetrical patterns of copy number variation flanking breakpoints of translocations.
Furthermore, we predicted 260 gene fusions which frequently result in aberrant over-expression of the 3′
genes in tumors and validated 18 gene fusions, including recurrent fusion (2/88) of ABCB11 and LRP2.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the major histological subtype of
liver cancer, the third leading cause of cancer mortality worldwide with
high prevalence in Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. Hepatitis B virus (HBV)
infection is believed to cause the majority of HCCs while other etiologi-
cal factors include hepatitis C viral (HCV) infection, alcoholism and
aflatoxin B1 exposure [1]. Characterization of themolecular pathogene-
sis of HCC could have a major impact on the diagnosis and treatment of
this disease with few effective therapies [2,3]. Significant progress has
beenmade to uncover genetic aberrations in HCCs [4], including identi-
fication of mutations in p53 (TP53) and β-catenin (CTNNB1), amplifica-
tions ofMYC, FGF19 and cyclin D1 (CCND1), over-expression of ErbB and
cMet receptors, and HBV integrations into the TERT and KMT2B gene
loci. Recent next generation sequencing studies [5] have further impli-
cated chromatin remodeling pathway genes such as ARID2, ARID1A

and KMT2C as potential drivers of HCC carcinogenesis. However, the ge-
nomic landscape of somatic genomic rearrangement (GR) remains
poorly characterized in HCC. Somatic genomic rearrangement is
known to induce oncogenic gene fusions such as TMPRSS2-ETS in pros-
tate cancer [6] and EML4-ALK in non-small cell lung cancer [7]. The ad-
vent of whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing provides
opportunities to comprehensively characterize large-scale and complex
genomic variations at single base-pair resolution [8,9]. Here we report a
comprehensive study of somatic genomic rearrangements and gene fu-
sions in HCC based on whole genome sequencing (WGS) of a cohort of
88 tumors and matched normal samples.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Whole-genome sequencing

Liver tumor andmatched adjacent non-tumor tissueswere collected
with written informed consents from 88 Chinese HCC patients who
received surgical treatments at Hong Kong Queen Mary Hospital as
previously described [10]. Approval for the use of clinical specimens
for research was obtained from Institutional Review Board of the
University of Hong Kong/Hospital Authority Hong Kong West Cluster
(HKU/HA HKW IRB). The vast majority (92%, n = 81) of patients in
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this cohort were HBV carriers suffering from chronic hepatitis B or cir-
rhosis. WGS libraries of two different insert sizes (170-bp and 800-bp)
were constructed from each sample and sequenced in 2:3 ratio on the
Hiseq 2000 sequencers according to manufacturer's instructions
(Illumina) [10]. The average depth of base pair coveragewas 36X except
for three tumor/normal pairs sequenced at 100X coverage. 90-bp
paired-end reads were aligned to the hg19 reference genome, and so-
matic SNVs were called by SOAPsnv [11]. We used SegSeq [12] to iden-
tify copy number segments. Somatic mutation and CNV predictions
[13], HBV integration site analysis [10] and gene expression profiling
[14] were previously described.

2.2. Somatic GR detection and filtering

We developed a somatic GR detection and annotation pipeline
consisting of four major steps (Supplementary Fig. 1). (1) Raw WGS
reads were aligned to the reference human genome (hg19) by the
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [15]. (2) The alignment outputs
were screened, and soft-clipped sequenceswere extracted and analyzed
using CREST [16], run in tumor and non-tumor samples independently.
(3) GR calls were filtered as germline events if therewas an exactmatch
in the coordinates of the breakpointswithGRs identified in thematched
or any other non-tumor samples. We also filtered GRs with at least one
breakpointmatching a knowngermline event reported inDGV [17], GRs
with breakpoint located within b1 kb from a gap region in genome
assembly and GRs with breakpoint falling into a repeat-masked region.
A GR event was called somatic only if it passes above filtering criteria
and there is sufficient read coverage (≥3) at the genomic region corre-
sponding to each GR breakpoint in the matched non-tumor sample.
(4) RefSeq transcript dataset [18] was used to annotate the remaining
somatic candidates. For each gene, a reference transcript was defined
as the transcript having the longest protein-coding sequence. GR
breakpoints were annotated based on locations relative to the reference
transcript of the affected gene as “intronic”, “exonic”, “intergenic” or
“promoter”, b1 kb upstream of transcription start site.

2.3. Gene fusion annotation

GR events can fuse together sequences from disparate gene loci to
form gene fusions. To define a candidate gene fusion, we required tran-
scriptional directions of the partner genes to agree in fused sequences
(Supplementary Fig. 2). A gene fusion event was classified as “coding”
if both breakpoints reside within the coding regions of affected genes,
“UTR” if one or both breakpoints are located in the UTR or “promoter”
if breakpoint at the 5′ or 3′ gene is located within the promoter region.
Frame conservation status was evaluated for “coding” gene fusions. A
fusion was classified as “frame-shift” if it alters the translation frame
of the 3′ partner gene based on reference transcript for each of the
fusion genes. “Frame-shift” fusion sequences were translated into the
frame that maximally conserves the protein sequence of the 3′ gene.
Alternative Methionine residues that could represent new translation
initiation sites were identified. The protein domain composition in the
fusion product sequence was analyzed using NCBI's conserved domain
database and search tool [19].

2.4. RNA-seq experiment

Total RNA isolated with TRIzol reagent was treated with RNase-free
DNaseI(New England BioLabs) at 37 °C for 10 min. The Dynabeads
mRNA Purification Kit (Life Technologies) was used to isolate mRNA
from the total RNA samples. The mRNA was chemically fragmented by
divalent cations and converted into single-stranded cDNAusing random
hexamer primers and SuperscriptIIreverse transcriptase (Life Technolo-
gies). The second strandwas generated to create double-stranded cDNA
using RNase H (Enzymatics) and DNA polymeraseI. The cDNA product
was purified by Ampure beads XP (Beckman). After converting the

overhangs into blunt ends using T4 DNA polymerase and Klenow DNA
polymerase, an “A” base was added to the 3′ end of the DNA fragments
by the polymerase activity of Klenow fragment. Sequencing adapters
were subsequently ligated to the cDNA fragment ends using T4 DNA
Ligase (Enzymatics). Fragments of ~200 bps were selected by Ampure
beads XP (Beckman) and enriched by 12 cycles of PCR. PCR products
were sequenced by Hiseq 2000 (Illumina) according to manufacturer's
instructions.

2.5. RNA-seq data analysis

Reads that contain adapter sequences, ≥10% unknown bases or
≥ 50% low quality bases (quality score ≤5) were removed before anal-
ysis. Filtered reads are mapped to reference genome (hg19) using
SOAP2 [11] (http://soap.genomics.org.cn/). For the 90-bp reads, ≤5
mismatches are allowed in the alignment. The gene expression level is
calculated using the RPKMmethod [20]:

RPKM ¼ 106C
NL
103

C: number of reads uniquely aligned to gene of interest; N: number of
reads uniquely aligned to all genes; L: gene length in bps. To assess
RNA-seq support for gene fusion predictions, we performed read cover-
age analysis on gene fusions identified in 9 samples with RNA-seq data
available. Each exon of the fusion gene was divided into 100-bp win-
dows, and the RPKM values for each window were calculated. For
cases where an exon was split by a GR breakpoint, 100-bp windows
were derived for each exon segment independently. The RNA-seq read
coverage flanking the GR breakpoint as well as coverage in tumors vs.
matched non-tumors was compared to identify anomalous expression
patterns indicative of gene fusion.

2.6. GR simulation

We repeated the following process for 1000 iterations to generate
simulated GR events using the set of 4314 somatic GRs as seed, keeping
the number of events per sample constant for each iteration. First, chro-
mosome and coordinates of the observed GR breakpointswere random-
ized. For inter-chromosomal events, both breakpoints are randomized.
For intra-chromosomal events, only one of the breakpoints was
randomized, and the other breakpoint was kept in the same distance
as observed with a correction applied to fit within the chromosome.
The mitochondrial (MT) chromosome was excluded from this step.
SimulatedGRswere annotated in the sameway as described previously.

2.7. Integrative analysis of GR and CNV patterns

Predicted CNV segments were filtered of segments shorter than
500 bps. We define “breakpoint juxtaposition” as an event where a GR
breakpoint falls within 100 bps of the start or end coordinates of a
CNV segment. The percentage of GR breakpoints were calculated for
each GR type and shown in Fig. 5a. Both CNV segments upstream and
downstreamof theGR breakpointwere counted to calculate the relative
distribution of copy gain/loss statuses for CNVs juxtaposed with a spe-
cific GR type.

The copy number profile of the 200-kb region flanking translocation
breakpoints on both sides was derived from read coverage (cov) of
tumor and matched non-tumor samples. The “mpileup” utility from
the samtools package [21] was used to fetch the coverage in 100-bp
windows, and the copy number (CN) for each window is calculated as
the following.

CN ¼ 2� covtumor

covnon−tumor

� �
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